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      Create College Approved Transcripts

      Move your college application to the top of the stack!

      
      Start FREE!  No CC Required

  

  
    



    
      Being a homeschool
parent is hard.

      As a homeschool parent of five children, our founder understands the challenges homeschoolers face. With all your responsibilities, creating a high school transcript can be a daunting process. And if not done correctly, colleges may reject it.

      "The transcript is the most important part of your child's application -- and it will be the first element considered in the evaluation process."

Eric J. Furda
Dean of Admissions
University of Pennsylvania

      "The single most important document in your application is your high school transcript..."

Undergraduate Admissions Page
Yale University

      Make it easy.

      Fast Transcripts cloud-based transcript template practically does the work for you. Using course name auto-suggest, GPA auto-calculation, and our error-catching algorithm, we provide the most professional transcript available to the homeschool community.

      We even guarantee a letter of acceptance...more about that in a minute.

    

  

  
    
      Excel can't do this!

      
        

        
          Send secure watermark or digital transcripts directly from our Homeschool Clearinghouse to 4,397 colleges & universities.

Your #1 goal in the college application process is to establish TRUST with admissions departments.

Labels like Unsocialized, Unaccredited, Grade Inflation, and Parental Bias still exist.

Now homeschoolers can use the same preferred delivery method colleges expect.

Put your student on equal footing with public & private school students.

        

      

    

  

  
    Trusted by over
55,000 moms.

    
      "I had tried several fill-in-the-blank transcripts, but always felt like they screamed my mommy made my transcript!"

      -Kelly Parsons of Fayetteville, NC

    

    
      "My daughter was accepted with the top presidential scholarship at the University of Mary Hardin Baylor and your transcript was pivotal. The class rank feature allowed her to receive the scholarship...Without this feature, I don’t know that her scholarship award would have been as generous."

      -Jennifer D. of Plano, TX

    

    
    
      "best products in my 19 years of teaching I've ever purchased for homeschooling."

      -Caroline Geer, Missionaries inTaiwan

    

  

  
    
      

    

  

  

  
    Catch 703 mistakes.

    Our Transcript Audit is the only audit you'll ever love.

In addition to error-free, weighted & unweighted GPA auto-calculations, our algorithms meticulously flags every possible problem you could make, guaranteeing you a perfect transcript! 


    
      Try it FREE

    

  

 
  
  
    
      *Acceptance guaranteed.

      Get a full money back guarantee if you don't receive at least one letter of acceptance.

      * For a prompt and courteous money back guarantee, your student must apply to three colleges or universities and send their transcript electronically via the Parchment platform.
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